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Welcome to the RocketLearn February 2021 Camp!
Welcome to the RocketLearn Online Camp!
Over the next five days, you will be practising your English and maths, learning
to meditate, undertaking afternoon challenges, watching live, recorded lesson
broadcasts, taking part in Kahoot! quizzes and participating in a competition!
There will be certificates, prizes... and a few terrible jokes thrown in for good
measure :)
You should have a timetable of the broadcasts; if not, ask a grown-up to print
one out for you. It's saved on the RocketLearn February half-term website page,
where you can find this booklet. The BRONZE broadcasts take place 9:30am,
11am and 2pm (UK Time) on the 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th February. You can
find the broadcasts by typing in the weblink at the beginning of each daily
activity in this book, or, by scanning the QR code on your mobile device. If you
miss a broadcast, don't worry, you will be able to watch it later.
The broadcasts will teach you exactly how to complete the activities for that
day in this booklet. If the BRONZE activities are too easy, you can try the SILVER
or GOLD activities and broadcasts. Ask your grown up for the other booklets.
You should complete the questions in order - only completing the activities for
that day, when you have watched the live broadcast. The tasks should take no
more than 20/30 minutes per subject (40-60 minutes each day). If it's taking
you longer, you are allowed to stop! If you'd like to take extra time, for example
when completing some of the 'Afternoon Antics' (we talk about these in the
afternoon broadcast) - then you can, of course, do this.
So enjoy the Camp - we're REALLY looking forward to working with you!

Afternoon Antics. Daily at 2pm with Mr Garner
Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcasts
each day at 2pm!
W: bit.ly/RLAAFEB21

Each afternoon at 2pm you will have a chance to hear from Mr Garner, the cofounder of RocketLearn. His aim is to get you thinking and challenging yourself
with things you might not usually do.
Paperclips
Every day, Mr Garner will give you a paperclip challenge. What’s this you might
wonder? These are activities that make your brain spin! Why not ask your
parents or work together with your friends? You might even want to ask Siri or
Cortana!
Competition time!
We have an art and design competition for this Camp. We will be looking for a
new paperclip design that improves on the original - and we will be rewarding
the children who come up with the best designs with Amazon vouchers.
Send your entry or entries to info@rocketlearn.co.uk if you would like to be in
with a chance of winning the prize.
Magic
There will be real magic throughout the Afternoon Antics, but as a special
treat, on Wednesday afternoon there will be a live magic show with Thomas
Dixon, a professional magician and member of the magic circle.

Mathematics - Day 1. Half, three-quarter and whole turns
Target: To recognise half, three quarter and whole turns as numbers of right angles
Key information to help you answer today's questions:

Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help
you with this work - and play
the daily Kahoot challenge!
W: bit.ly/RLBRONZEFEB21
Broadcast starts at 9:30am on 15th Feb

½ turn = 2 right angles
(180°)

¾ turn = 3 right angles
(270°)

¼ turn = right angle (90°)

Full turn = 3 right angles
(360°)

Each ¼ turn on a clock (or a compass) is the same as a right angle (90°)
Every hour you move forward on a clock, you are moving forward by 30° (12
hours x 30° = 360°)

Getting started... Find the new time if the hour hand:
makes a ½ turn:

turns a right angle
(clockwise):

Are these compass
movements half turns or
right angles?

1. from 09:00= ______

5. from 09:00= ______

9. N to S = ______

2. from 03:00= ______

6. from 03:00= ______

10. E to S = ______

3. from 12:00= ______

7. from 12:00= ______

11. W to E = ______

4. from 06:00=______

8. from 06:00=______

12. W to N =______

Mathematics - Day 1. Half, three-quarter and whole turns
In the zone... In which direction would you be facing?
makes a ¼ turn:

makes a ¾ turn:

13. left from N = ______

17. left from N = ______

14. right from S= ______

18. right from S= _____

15. left from W= ______

19. left from W= ______

16. Right from E=______

20. Right from E=_____

Find the new time. The hour hand turns:
21. a whole turn from 2 o'clock

= _____

22. a quarter turn from 1 o'clock.

= _____

23. a half turn from 11 o'clock

= _____

24. a 3 quarters turn from 8 o'clock =_____

Genius level..!
Find the new time.

The minute hand turns...
what time is it?

25. 180° from 3 = _____

29. 90° from 3 = _____

26. 360° from 10= _____

30. 30° from 3 = _____

27. 270° from 5 = _____

31. 60° from 3 = _____

28. 180° from 8 = _____

32. 120° from 3 =_____
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Mathematics - Day 2. Comparing Angles
Target: To identify right angles and whether angles are greater or less than right angles
Key information to help you answer today's questions:

Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help
you with this work - and play
the daily Kahoot challenge!

You can also download your
printable set square using the
QR code or weblink.

W: bit.ly/RLBRONZEFEB21
Broadcast starts at 9:30am on 16th Feb

right angles

less than a right
angle
(an acute angle)

greater than a
right angle
(an obtuse angle)

Getting started... Use a set square (or a corner of a piece of paper) to decide if each angle is:
(a) a right angle (b) less than a right angle (c) greater than a right angle

Mathematics - Day 2. Comparing angles.
In the zone... Use a set square (or a corner of a piece of paper) to decide if each angle is:
(a) a right angle 'L' (b) less than '<' a right angle (c) greater '>' than a right angle

Core

Stretch

a.___ | b.___ | c.___| d.___| e.___| f.___| g.___| h.___| i.___| j.___|
k.___| l.___|

Genius level! Do not use a set square. Decide if each angle is (a) a right angle 'L' (b) less than '<' a right
angle (c) greater '>' than a right angle

a.___ | b.___ | c.___| d.___| e.___| f.___| g.___| h.___| i.___| j.___|
k.___| l.___|
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Mathematics - Day 3. Measuring angles.
Target: To identify right angles, acute angles and obtuse angles in shapes
Key information to help you answer today's questions:

Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help
you with this work - and play
the daily Kahoot challenge!

You can also download your
printable set square using the
QR code or weblink.

W: bit.ly/RLBRONZEFEB21
Broadcast starts at 9:30am on 17th Feb

RIGHT ANGLES
right angles
are a quarter
turn

ACUTE ANGLES
are less than a
quarter turn

OBTUSE ANGLES
are greater than a
quarter turn

In the zone... Decide if each angle is: (a) a right angle (b) an acute angle (c) an obtuse angle

Now check your answers with a set square or a corner of a piece of paper!

Mathematics - Day 3. Measuring angles.
Genius level..! Indicate whether the angles in these shapes are: (a) right angles (b) acute angles (c) obtuse angles

a.___ | b.___ | c.___| d.___| e.___| f.___| g.___| h.___| i.___| j.___|
k.___| l.___| m.___| n.___| o.___|
Now check your answers with a set square or a corner of a piece of paper!
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Mathematics - Day 4. Horizontal & vertical lines
Target: To identify horizontal and vertical lines
Key information to help you answer today's questions:

Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help
you with this work - and play
the daily Kahoot challenge!
W: bit.ly/RLBRONZEFEB21

Broadcast starts at 9:30am on 18th Feb
A horizontal line is flat and runs from left to right. It is called horizontal because
it runs parallel to the horizon.
A vertical line is an 'up and down' line. It is called vertical because it is
perpendicular (it makes a 90° angle) to the horizon.
A diagonal line is a line that connects opposite corners of a shape

In the zone... On the squared paper, copy out each flag. Use one colour to show the horizontal lines and a
different colour to show the vertical lines.

Mathematics - Day 4. Horizontal & vertical lines
Genius level..! On the squared paper, copy out each flag. Use different colours to show: (a) all the
horizontal lines (b) all the vertical lines (c) all the diagonal lines

Well done! You have completed all the
maths for Day 4! Make sure that you:
Mark your work. A kind grown-up
may do this for you! The answers
are in the grown-up's booklet.
Complete today's English activities.
Take a look at the 'Afternoon Antics'
- there's some great fun to be had
here!

Mathematics - Day 5. Round up and online quiz
Broadcast QR code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help you
with this work - and complete the
end of week challenge!
W: bit.ly/RLBRONZEFEB21
Broadcast starts at 9:30am on 19th feb

We'll be recapping everything that you have learned this week.
Once the lesson broadcast is complete, use the link or QR code
above to access and complete the end of week quiz!
... score 10-14 and we will email you a bronze certificate
... score 15-17 and it'll be silver
... and 18-20 and you'll receive a gold one!

Diary writing and mindfulness - Day 1. Start of the day.
Target: To feel strong and focused as you get ready for the day

Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help you with this work:
W: bit.ly/RLENGLISHFEB21
Broadcast starts at 11am on the 15th February
The internet research links are also here.

Diary Entry 1 ... Monday 15th February
What is mindfulness ? (Use the QR code to find the research links)

How did you feel before the start of today's session and how do you feel now?

Which of the 8 scientific facts are most relevant to you? Choose 2 and explain
your choices.

Diary writing and mindfulness - Day 2. Focus.
Target: To understand how to wake up your brain and build concentration

Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help you with this work:
W: bit.ly/RLENGLISHFEB21
Broadcast starts at 11am on the 16th February
The internet research links are also here.

Diary Entry 2 ... Tuesday 16th February
What can you tell us about the brain? How do we make it stronger? How do we
look after it? Can you REALLY get smarter by giving your brain a 'work out'?

Diary writing and mindfulness - Day 3. Finding calm
Target: To learn how to manage strong emotions

Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help you with this work:
W: bit.ly/RLENGLISHFEB21
Broadcast starts at 11am on the 17th February
The internet research links and meditation examples are also here.

My Meditation
Write your own short meditation based on staying calm. Read the meditation
examples. Look at the key features to help you (numbers, calming adjectives and
adverbs, imperative verbs etc.)

My diary entry ... Wednesday 17th February
After reading aloud your meditation (with meditation music), how did it make you
feel? Record your thoughts in today's diary entry.

Diary writing and mindfulness - Day 4. Body scan.
Target: To bring the mind and body back together

Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help you with this work:
W: bit.ly/RLENGLISHFEB21
Broadcast starts at 11am on the 18th February
The internet research links and meditatio n music are also here.

Performing and recording your meditation - Optional activity
Why not perform and record your activity and send it into us at RocketLearn? We'd
love to see these! There are lots of top-tips about how to do this in today's
broadcast. Think about how you control your voice / pitch and tone as you read.
Consider adding and using relaxing music as you read.

My diary entry ... Thursday 18th February
How have your thoughts and feelings changed about meditation and
mindfulness? Why do think this is? Write down your thoughts and ideas.

Diary writing and mindfulness - Day 5. Kahoot! reflections
Broadcast QR Code and weblink:
Watch the broadcast to help you with this work:
W: bit.ly/RLENGLISHFEB21
Broadcast starts at 11am on the 19th February
The Kahoot! links are also here
After watching today's broadcast, you just need to complete today's fun mindfulness
Kahoot quiz! We hope that you have enjoyed the mindfulness activities this week and
don't forget that we'd love to see and hear your meditations!

Had lots of fun on the
RocketLearn half-term Camp?
Well you can join RocketLearn during term time too!
RocketLearn uses the latest education technology to
boost your learning and make it fun and exciting. The
technology also gives you instant support and help. Our
academic coaches provide you with monthly feedback
and reports to let you know where you're doing great,
and where you need to focus your efforts to fill gaps in
your knowledge.
Plus, there are weekly broadcasts, monthly competitions
as well as prizes and certificates for great work! If you
need extra help with learning, we also have academic
coaches (who are all qualified teachers in the UK) who
can directly support you with your learning in 1:1 online
sessions.
If you or your parents / guardian would like to find out
more, just visit:

www.rocketlearn.co.uk

Sign up to RocketLearn
RocketLearn combines the very best of adaptive learning
technology and support from UK trained teachers to give
children an unrivalled boost to their learning.

Visit www.rocketlearn.co.uk for more information
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